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Homotopic C-oriented Routing

Kevin Verbeek∗

Abstract

We study the problem of finding non-crossing
C-oriented paths that use as few links as possi-
ble and are homotopic to a set of input paths in
an environment with C-oriented obstacles. We in-
troduce a special type of C-oriented paths—smooth

paths—and present a 2-approximation algorithm that
runs in O(n2(n + log κ) + kin log n) time, where n
is the total number of paths and obstacle vertices,
kin is the total number of links in the input, and
κ = |C|. The algorithm also computes an O(κ)-
approximation for general C-oriented paths. As a re-
lated result we show that, given a set of (possibly
crossing) C-oriented paths with a total of L links,
non-crossing C-oriented paths homotopic to the input
paths can require a total of Ω(L log κ) links.

1 Introduction

Motivation. Schematic maps are an important tool
in the field of cartography; they are used to visualize
networks (like metro or road networks) in a highly
simplified form, omitting details that are not rele-
vant to the information the map is intended to convey.
Edges of a schematic map are often drawn using few
orientations (commonly rectilinear or octilinear) and
with as few links as possible. Some schematic maps
(like metro maps) can deviate significantly from the
geographic context, retaining only the relative posi-
tions and topology of the network. Other schematic
maps have to obey certain geometric restrictions im-
posed by the geographic context. For example, if a
schematic road network is used as a thematic over-
lay for a geographic map, the cities must have the
same positions in both maps. Fig. 1 illustrates what
we want to achieve: given a set of embedded vertices
(cities), edges (roads), and obstacles (landmarks), re-
draw the edges with fixed orientations and few links
while retaining the vertex positions and the topology
of the network to preserve recognizability.

Our input consists of np non-crossing polygonal
paths and a set of polygonal obstacles with a total of
nv vertices. We are also given a set C of orientations.
A path or obstacle is C-oriented if every line segment,
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Figure 1: Input and output.

or link, is parallel to some orientation c ∈ C. Our
goal is to compute non-crossing C-oriented paths that
are homotopic to the input paths using as few links as
possible. Two paths π and π′ with the same endpoints
are homotopic (notation π ∼h π′) if π can be “con-
tinuously deformed” into π′ without passing over any
of the obstacles (see e.g. [4] for a formal definition).
We assume that the obstacles are C-oriented and that
the endpoints of the paths are considered as obstacles
as well when considering homotopy. We refer to this
problem as the C-oriented routing problem.

Related Work. Cabello et al. [2] give an algorithm
that schematizes a network using 2 or 3 links per
path, if possible. Nöllenburg and Wolff [11] use a
method based on mixed-integer programming to gen-
erate metro maps using one edge per path. Both
methods do not include obstacles and are restricted
to a small number of links per path. Neyer [10] and
Merrick and Gudmundsson [9] give algorithms for sim-
plifying paths with fixed orientations. The simplified
path can deviate at most a distance ǫ from a given
input path. Both methods consider only one path at
a time and cannot give guarantees for multiple paths.

There are several papers [1, 4] that find shortest
paths homotopic to a given collection of input paths.
However, while a set of shortest paths homotopic to
a set of non-crossing input paths is necessarily non-
crossing, the same does not hold for minimum-link
paths. Our problem is also related to wire routing

in VLSI design [3, 5, 7, 8]. None of these papers
strives to minimize the number of links. Gupta and
Wenger [6] present an approximation algorithm (with
an approximation factor larger than 120) for find-
ing non-crossing minimum-link paths inside a simple
polygon, where all endpoints lie on the boundary of
the polygon. Their paths are not C-oriented. In a
previous paper [12] we presented a 2-approximation
algorithm for the rectilinear version of our problem.

Results. In this paper we generalize our previ-
ous result [12] to C-oriented paths. To this end
we introduce a special type of C-oriented paths—
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smooth paths—which are a generalization of recti-
linear paths that retain several important proper-
ties of rectilinear paths. For the problem that asks
for smooth paths—the smooth routing problem—we
present a 2-approximation algorithm which runs in
O(n2(n + log κ) + kin log n) time, where n = np + nv,
kin is the total number of links in the input, and
κ = |C| ≥ 2. For the general C-oriented routing prob-
lem, this algorithm computes an O(κ)-approximation.

We also study a related problem that occurs as
a subproblem of our approach. Given a set of
C-oriented paths (with crossings) with a total of L
links, how many links are necessary to untangle the
paths, that is, how many links must a set of non-
crossing C-oriented paths have that are homotopic
to the input paths? For smooth paths, 2L links
are always enough and this bound is tight. For
C-oriented paths we show that O(Lκ) links are always
enough and Ω(L log κ) links can be necessary.

2 Preliminaries

We represent a C-oriented path by a sequence of links
〈ℓ1, . . . , ℓk〉 that are connected together at bends. We
assume that C is given as a set of vectors {c1, . . . , cκ}
ordered clockwise, where c1 points in the positive y-
direction and the other vectors lie in the right half-
plane. We define c(ℓ) as the orientation of a link ℓ.
So a path π is C-oriented iff c(ℓ) ∈ C for every ℓ ∈ π.

We define a C-oriented path to be smooth if at ev-
ery bend we do not “skip an orientation”. To de-
fine this formally, we split up every orientation into
two directions to obtain a set ~C = {~c1, . . . ,~c2κ}, with
~ci = ci and ~ci+κ = −ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ. If we direct a
C-oriented path from one endpoint to the other, every
link ℓ of a C-oriented path has a direction ~c(ℓ) ∈ ~C.
We can distinguish two types of bends: clockwise
(CW) bends make a right turn, and counterclockwise
(CCW) bends make a left turn. A bend between two
links ℓi and ℓi+1 is smooth if ~c(ℓi) and ~c(ℓi+1) are adja-
cent directions. A smooth C-oriented path, or smooth

path in short, has only smooth bends. Note that we do
not give lower bounds on the length of a link; for every
C-oriented path π, there is a geometrically equivalent
smooth path π′, but π′ can have more links than π.

p q

shortcut region

shortcut support

Figure 2: Supports and shortcuts.

Three consecutive links form a CW (CCW) U-turn

if both bends between the links are CW (CCW). A
CW (CCW) U-turn is tight if an obstacle is touching
the right (left) side of the middle link. The overlap-
ping part between the middle link and the obstacle
is called the support of a U-turn (see Fig. 2). The
subpaths of a smooth path between the supports of
two consecutive U-turns are called staircase chains.
Because the path is smooth, staircase chains can use
only two (adjacent) directions or orientations. Two
staircase chains have the same type if they use the
same pair of orientations. Finally, a shortcut is de-
fined by two points p and q on a smooth path π, not
on the same link, with the following properties: (i) the
orientation of pq is in C, and (ii) the region enclosed
by pq and the part of π between p and q, the shortcut

region, does not contain an obstacle. We assume that
pq does not cross π, for otherwise we can split pq up
into multiple shortcuts. We can apply a shortcut to
π, which means that we replace the subpath between
p and q by pq. It is easy to see that the resulting path
is shorter, C-oriented, and homotopic to π.

Lemma 1 A path π is shortest w.r.t. its homotopy
iff π has no shortcuts. All shortest paths π′ ∼h π have
only tight U-turns and the same sequence of supports.

Rectilinear paths allow smallest paths, paths that
minimize both the length and the number of links si-
multaneously, which is vital to the algorithm in [12].
The same property holds for smooth paths.

Lemma 2 For every path π, there is a smooth path
π′ ∼h π that minimizes both the length and the num-
ber of links for all smooth paths homotopic to π.

Proof (sketch). Let π′ be the path constructed as
follows. We start with a minimum-link smooth path
homotopic to π. Then we keep applying shortcuts to
this path until it has no more shortcuts. By Lemma 1,
π′ must be shortest. We need to show that applying a
shortcut does not increase the number of links. Con-
sider a shortcut between p and q on links ℓi and ℓj

(i < j), respectively. Assume w.l.o.g. that there are
at least as many CW bends as CCW bends between ℓi

and ℓj . Then pq must lie to the right of ℓi
1. Because

the path is smooth, all directions clockwise from ~c(ℓi)
to ~c(ℓj) must be used. After applying the shortcut,
we use each of these directions exactly once. Hence
the number of links cannot increase. In the special
case that q (or p) is an endpoint of π′, we can replace
~c(ℓj) by −→pq and the same argument works. ¤

Smallest paths are not unique and it is NP-hard to de-
cide if there exist non-crossing smallest paths [12] (the
result easily extends to smooth paths). Still, smallest
paths are a good starting point for our algorithm.

1A formal proof of this is quite tedious and hence omitted
from this version of the paper.
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3 Algorithm

Our algorithm consists of two steps. First we compute
the smallest paths, and then we untangle the paths.

Computing smallest paths. We first compute low-

est and highest paths. A staircase chain ρ between a
point p and a point q is lowest (highest) if ρ is the
lower (upper) envelope of all staircase chains homo-
topic to ρ. A smooth path π is lowest (highest) if it is
shortest and all its staircase chains are lowest (high-
est). Note that lowest and highest paths are well-
defined and unique.

Lemma 3 Lowest (Highest) paths are non-crossing.

To compute lowest and highest paths we use the algo-
rithm of [4]. Their algorithm first finds the endpoints
of x-monotone chains of Euclidean shortest paths.
Note that the endpoints of x-monotone chains of
shortest smooth paths are the same: they are exactly
at the supports of tight U-turns for which the middle
link has orientation c1. There are only O(n) homo-
topically different x-monotone chains. Next we com-
pute lowest and highest paths for each x-monotone
chain. By Lemma 1, lowest and highest paths must
have the same sequence of supports. To obtain small-
est paths, we compute minimum-link staircase chains
between every two consecutive supports, which must
be bounded by the lowest and highest paths. This
way we can compute all smallest paths in O(n2 log κ+
kin log n) time. In the following we assume that paths
are x-monotone and directed from left to right.

Untangling. We reduce the problem to rectilinear
paths so that we can invoke the algorithm of [12].

Lemma 4 Given a set of shortest smooth paths,
crossings can occur only between staircase chains of
the same type.

Proof. Assume that two staircase chains ρ and ρ′

cross. If they cross only once, then the only way to
remove the crossing is to move ρ over an endpoint of
ρ′ or vice versa. Because the paths are shortest, there
must be obstacles at the endpoints of ρ and ρ′, so
staircase chains homotopic to ρ and ρ′ always cross.
But, by Lemma 3, lowest paths are non-crossing, so

ρ

ρ′

~ci1

~cj1 ~cj2

~ci2

Figure 3: Only staircases of the same type cross.

ρ and ρ′ must cross at least twice. Let the links of ρ
and ρ′ involved in the first crossing have directions ~ci1

and ~cj1 , respectively. Assume w.l.o.g. that i1 < j1.
Similarly define i2 and j2 for the second crossing, for
which j2 < i2 (see Fig. 3). Because ρ and ρ′ can use
only two adjacent directions, we get that |i2 − i1| ≤ 1
and |j2 − j1| ≤ 1. But then i1 = j2 and i2 = j1. ¤

We can now use the following approach. Choose a
single type of staircase chains and remove staircase
chains of different types. We rotate the plane such
that one of the orientations aligns with the x-axis, and
then we apply a shearing transformation to align the
other orientation with the y-axis. Because this is an
affine transformation, straight lines (links) and cross-
ings are preserved by the transformation (see Fig. 4).
Using the incremental untangling algorithm of [12], we
untangle the staircase chains using at most twice the
number of links. We do this for all types of staircase
chains. By Lemma 4, all crossings will be removed.

Note that we do not need to explicitly compute the
transformation. We can apply the algorithm to com-
plete x-monotone chains directly. If we add the paths
from top to bottom, the algorithm adds two links per
CW bend. In the opposite order, the algorithm adds
two links per CCW bend. Choosing the right order
ensures a 2-approximation.

Theorem 5 We can compute a 2-approximation for
the smooth routing problem in O(n2(n + log κ) +
kin log n) time, which is also a (2κ−2)-approximation
for the C-oriented routing problem.

Proof. The first part follows from the discussion
above and the result in [12]. Consider a minimum-
link C-oriented path π with L links. We can make π

Figure 4: Shearing transformation to rectilinear paths.
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smooth by adding at most κ − 2 links per bend, so
a minimum-link smooth path homotopic to π has at
most (κ−1)L links. This implies the second part. ¤

We should note that the untangling algorithm is not
restricted to smallest paths. In fact, the untan-
gling algorithm just requires Lemma 4 to hold. Un-
fortunately, we have not yet been able to exploit
this fact to improve the approximation factor for the
C-oriented routing problem. As in [12], we can extend
our algorithm to thick paths, but we omit the details
from this version of the paper.

4 Untangling bounds

We have shown that a set of C-oriented paths with
a total of L links can be untangled using at most
O(Lκ) links. But how many links are necessary? For
smooth paths with L links, a similar construction as
for rectilinear paths [12] shows that 2L links can be
necessary. For general C-oriented paths, we give a
lower bound that is based on a construction from [6].

Theorem 6 There is a set of orientations C and a set
of C-oriented paths with a total of L links such that
we need Ω(L log κ) links to untangle the paths.

Proof. Consider the quadrilateral enclosed by two
paths shown in Fig. 5 (left). We can replace this
quadrilateral by two crossing quadrilaterals as shown
in the figure. We repeat this operation recursively
for each quadrilateral. After k rounds, there are 2k

quadrilaterals formed by 2k+1 paths with 2 links each.
To be able to untangle these paths, each quadrilateral
that occurred during the construction must be free of
obstacles. The rest of the plane can be filled with ob-
stacles, so we assume that this is the case. As is shown
in [6], we need at least Ω(k2k) links to untangle the
paths. Let C be the set of all orientations formed
by the 2k+2 links. Then this construction consists of
κ links and requires Ω(κ log κ) links to untangle the
paths. By copying this construction ⌊L/κ⌋ times, we
obtain the claimed bound, for L large enough. ¤

The above construction requires a specific set C to
work. Usually, the set C is uniform, that is, the angle
between two adjacent orientations is constant. The
bound of Theorem 6 also holds if C is uniform. The
idea is to find a subset of Ω(

√
κ) orientations with

which we can make the above construction. We omit
the details from this version of the paper.

Figure 5: Lower bound construction.

5 Conclusion

We presented an O(κ)-approximation algorithm for
the C-oriented routing problem. To that end, we in-
troduced smooth paths, and gave a 2-approximation
algorithm for the smooth routing problem. Although
we use smooth paths only as a tool for our algo-
rithm, smooth paths might actually be better can-
didates for our application. Unlike smooth paths,
general C-oriented paths can have sharp bends which
are hard to follow. So perhaps, for schematic maps,
smooth paths are the better choice. We also stud-
ied how many links are necessary to untangle a set of
C-oriented paths with a total of L links. We know that
O(Lκ) links are always enough and that Ω(L log κ)
links can be necessary. Finding a tight bound is an
interesting open problem.
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